
Description:

This report provides 360 degree information, in-depth analysis, competitive benchmarking and detailed information on "Deutsche Post AG":

Information given related to company given below in this report:
- Business Overview and Structure: In-depth analysis on company's operations and strategy, manufacturing locations, name of the customers and also Provides information on geographical presence and key facts such as company address, contact number(s), ticker symbol and other information related to the subsidiaries, equity shares and Key brands.
- Company Business Strategy: Detail study of company's business strategies and key initiatives
- Products and Services analysis: Provides information on Company's Products and services and their specifications
- SWOT Analysis: Comprehensive analysis on Company's strength, weakness, opportunities and threats
- In-depth company analysis and its financials: Thorough analysis of company performance with key performance indicators (KPI's) such as revenue growth and various performance ratios including liquidity ratios, profitability ratios, leverage ratios and efficiency ratios. Also, provides information on revenue and operating profit breakdown by business segments and geography. Includes annual financial statements such as income statement and balance sheet for last 3 years. In addition to this, it also includes detail information on last three years quarterly results
- Business Strategies, Plans and Focus: Provides overview of
- Letter to Shareholders/Investors: Provides letter from Chairman/Chief Executive Officer or Management Board for last financial year to shareholders/investors
- Locations and Subsidiaries: List of company's key location and subsidiaries located across the world
- History and Milestones: About the history and milestones of the company
- Corporate Structure and Key Employees: A list of the top management of company and biographies

Information given related to “Competitor Comparison Analysis” given below in this report:
- Competitors Overview: Provides information on company operations, key facts such as company address, contact number(s), ticker symbol and other information
- Product and Geographic Analysis: Listed the products and services provided by competitors and their geographic footprint across globe
- Key Mergers and Acquisitions and R&D comparisons: Covered all the key mergers and acquisitions done by the competitors and also given the details related to the research and development overview and investments in the last three years.
- Peers Benchmarking and Key Comparisons: Information about company's competitors and benchmarking with three competitors. It also includes comparison with three peers in terms of product categories, research and development activity and geographical footprint. And also provides key financial information such as revenues, segment comparison analysis, geographic comparison analysis and key ratios related to the competitors

Reasons to Buy:

To make any investment, business or strategic decisions, you need timely and adequate information. This Company Profile fulfills this core need.
- Get complete information on products, business segments, key financial information, revenue analysis, geographic footprint and R&D activities of company and its peers
- Avail detailed financial data and analysis in easy to understand format
- Provides strategic insights in to company
- Gain knowledge about company capabilities along with broader understanding of market through SWOT analysis
- Provides comprehensive competitive benchmarking
- Helps in making informed business decisions by having complete insights in to company and their competitors
- It saves your valuable Time & Money and an un-biased source for detail Information
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